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About This Game

This is a fun vr basketball game that currently has 5 maps, decent graphics, different song genres to choose from, graphics
settings, awesome dunks, and much more! The current music genres are rock, pop, rap, country, dubstep, and happy. You can
also choose graphics settings from very low to ultra. Both of those can be found in the settings section in the lobby! The maps

include a normal basketball court, an anti-gravity court, the great crater, a bedroom, and BlockyBall. I am currently working on
multiplayer and overhauling the maps. I am always trying to add new maps though. There are also timed tests that range from 1
minute to 20 minutes to test your ability at basketball! There are timers that can go infinitely unless you are in a test. There is

always a scoreboard showing the timer and your total score!
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Title: Basketball Hero VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Caleb Scott
Publisher:
Calebula Studios
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 1060 or RX 570 or better.

Sound Card: Anything

Additional Notes: This does have graphical settings and even a 1080 has issues on maximum

English
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Solid work in progress from a small indie studio. This strategic turn-based game is reminiscent of Advanced Wars, with some
more modern mechanics such as leaders with special abilities. With only a few campaign missions out, a lot of the potential
remains unexplored, but I expect to see lots from this responsive dev team. Overall, great gameplay with minor technical issues,
decent art and lots of it, and a reasonable amount of content for the price point make System Siege a good title for strategy
gamers. I look forward to seeing what they add to the game next.. This can't be called a game. Like another reviewer said, it's
nothing more than a tech demo, and a pretty empty and disappointing one at that. There is a lot of potetntial here. There needs
to be more content, there needs to something to actually do, and building things needs to be made much, MUCH easier than it
currently is. It's just frustrating right now to try and create anything, and I'm sure the point of this "game" is not to cause
frustration. I would recommend purchasing only if you're feeling generous and want to support the devs in creating something
that's better. But if you're looking for something usable, unfortnuately I can't recommend this. When it is finished, if it is ever
finished, it may be a great buy. As of right now, it is not a great game.. I nutted like five times bruh.. [Bad Rev... Good Review]
Continuing right off from the cliffhanger at book 1, it was refreshing to dive right back into the story. Already I have grown
attached to the various characters who reside by your side, each with strengths and flaws that make them feel alive, and very
much human. Yanderes have been the bane of my existence and it's nice to see it reflected in the engaging and sometimes grim
and humorous story. At a glance this series may not seem like much but once you break past that hesistance to purchase this you
won't regret it( unless you're illiteral or something). It's a relief to still see how your choices impact the story as well as add
additional dialogue according to your choices. Sure there aren't any pictures but I respect substance through engaging works of
literature than through excessive amounts of pictures. Although I'm\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that
I may have to wait a while for the next one, I give this a 10\/10. There are only a few songs you can sing and devs are not adding
anything new... This software is very easy to use, and I would suggest it to people that are new to recording. However, Playclaw
doesn't always run smoothly. It has crashed on me countless times, and it even occasionally freezes my computer to the point of
having to turn my computer off manually. (I can't even access the task manager.) I still cannot figure out how to stream using
playclaw; I've had to use OBS to stream. Sometimes the audio is slightly lagged in my recordings, but it does not happen
frequently. When I use my webcam for a lets play video the software takes my 1080p quality webcam, and turns it into a 720p
quality webcam in the recording. I'm not quite sure if it's a problem on my end, but I've messed around with the settings trying
to fix it and I still have not found any solution. I honestly wished that I hadn't paid $40 for this software. It's a little steep for
something that only functions half of the time. If you can catch this on sale then I would suggest this. Hopefully they will work
out the issues soon!. Great game!...Warthunder also think it is a great game!
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I liked the simplicity of the game, the graphics are cute, the downside to the game is that its very short so im hoping they will
release a patch soon. pros: novel graphics, ocassionally humorous visuals or writing, there is a drive to progress due to novelty in
weapons and enemies.
cons: platformings sections are too common and too tedious, enemies will knock you off a platform forcing you to repeat an
entire platforming section, or even the whole level if you fall to your death, which is very easy with how little the player can see
below them. the parts that might have been humerous or even annoying become very annoying with how often you have to
repeat them, be it dialouge, visuals, or gameplay. knockback is the only thing that kills you, usually by knocking you into an
instant death pit. navigating the overworld is super tedious, and features platforming segments that only waste your time.

I would not reccomend this game except to a child who can't distinguish quality from not or a type of masochist who loves being
annoyed. if you are even a little impatiant you will hate this game.

. Today they release the first bundle - the music and SE
And they said there are 20 RM2000 Remixed BGM

However in fact there is only 10 with two differet format: ogg and m4a
Hey WTF are this things? Are you kidding?

so I don't recommend buying this unless the upcoming 3 bundles are decent.

----------

2nd pack is updated today.
15 or so characters from rm2k, with rm2k style faces, rmmv style faces, rm2k style busts and sideview battlers. Not bad.
However, not as good as Cover Art Characters Pack.
I would rather call this season pass "rm2k pass". And it be appeal to rm2k fans.. Nice graphics, good story. A nice game for a
casual player a free evening. Avoid the dlc, it won't be added to the game no matter what.. Need more zoom in , need to see the
men fight. It would be cool if the gound shack during battle. Men need to be able to get in and out of the tank at anytime. Fixing
the tank on the battlefield wouild also be nices. When is the full game coming out. This game is a little stiff in the game howerer
I like it. Need alot of work but you are headed in the right path. I love these type of game. The men should be able to get in the
Airplanes also. This will make the game more fun and real. All gamer like real gaming. It makes you feel like you are in the
game. Please keep this in mind. Thanks for hering me out.. Famous, critically acclaimed Mongol Faces DLC. You should
probably get this, if you ever play until Mongol invasion.. don't buy this game its not worth it first off the controls are janky as a
tsunami, second i thught it looked cool but the graphics look like a ps2 game and 3rd the story ain't even that intressting i can't
remeber how much i paid but at most this game should be a dollar. I just purchased Horizons and I cant play it on steam. This is
seriously \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing annoying. The Celtic females made this portrait pack my favourite

Basketball Hero VR version 0.5 update!:
Basketball Hero VR just had it's first update bringing it into version 0.5! This update gave it a much needed graphical overhaul,
and added a new map... BlockyBall. BlockyBall is the map of your dreams if your a fan of minecraft with a amazing resource
back and shader pack installed! It has 4 different goals, 2 caves, the outdoor area, and a running river!. Basketball Hero VR is
finally released!:
I started on this project probably around 6 months ago with no idea even how to make a game come through the vr headset... or
even how to add physics to an object ������. But now it is finally released in Early Access. I am currently working on the first
update which should happen sometime this week. I hope you enjoy this game as much as I enjoyed making it!. Basketball Hero
VR hit it's first $100 in sales!:
Basketball Hero VR just hit its first $100 in sales and I'm a kid of my word. Starting tomorrow Basketball Hero VR will be 50%
off for $2.50! The sale will last 5 days and started because I hit that 100 mark. My first $100 was very important to me because
first off that means that I'm not in the negatives for putting this game on steam, secondly because you have to make a minimum
of $100 to even get a check.. One more big thing and the next update will be released!:
I've been using Unity 2017.4 for every one of my games but now that the final versions of 2018 are being released I'm
converting to them. But since Unity 2018.3 has PhysX improvements that means Basketball Hero VR will too !. Basketball
Hero VR's next big update is on its way!:
I'm aware that it has been awhile since Baskteball Hero VR's last update (I changed the shadercache to a better version of NGSS
but then had to put Basketball Hero VR on a different computer without it which broke the entire shader system), but now I
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have that resolved which means that the next update is on its way! It contains multiple new maps, overhauls of every single
current map, and even a few new features. There are also a few optomizations which really don't matter since everything was
overhauled anyways (it still has around the same fps but with better graphics). You can use this link to join the official discord
channel which will have updates to Basketball Hero VR's updates " https://discord.gg/DrHTsdn ".
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